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Order of the Stick Adventure Game Deluxe

£43.99

The Order of the Stick Adventure Game Deluxe: The Dungeon of Darokan + The Shortening
Adventure! Comedy! Beating your friends! What else could you ask for in a board game?
Why just read about foolish and incompetetant adventurers when you can be one yourself? Dive head first
into the world of the inexplicably popular fantasy gaming web comic, The Order of the Stick with the
aptly-named The Order of the Stick Adventure Game! Take on the role of one of the six daring (if
less-than-capable) adventurers as you explore each room of the mysterious Dungeon of Darokan in this
hilarious satire of the fantasy genre. But beware, for the evil undead sorcerer Xykon awaits ou at the ottom of
the dungeon, and he has nothing better to do than focus on wiping the floor with your sorry butt.
Play the popular OOTS board game in just two hours with The Shortening expansion. With new monsters,
new shticks, new backstories, and a certain lich who isn't going to just sit around and wait for you to get to the
bottom of the dungeon, you'll have more fun in half the time. (and lots more cards!)
Do you have what it takes to defeat the Dungeon of Darokan? Beats me. What am i, psychic? Buy the game
and find out.
Things That Are Cool About This Game: (1) Train your character in a variety of shticks from their
personalised deck. Each of the six playable characters is a different gaming experience! (2) Build the
dungeon as you go - the game board is never the same twice. (Well, actually, it could be the same every few
trillion games, I guess.) (3) Choose which monsters the other players will face in battle, but watch out - the
monsters may band together to turn the tables on you. (4) Trade your unearthed loot with other players for
cooperative play - or stab them in the back and run off with theirs. Your call, really.
Game includes: 6 Shtick Decks (120 cards), 1 Battle Deck (158 cards), 1 Loot/Trap deck (124 cards), 1
Dungeon Room deck (54 cards), 10 Xykon Battle cards, 8 Xykon's Lair Room cards, 8 Stairs cards, 1
Dungeon Entrance card, 6 Character cards, 6 Character Movement cards, 6 Quick Reference cards, 6
Wound tokens, 2 12-sided dice, 32-page full-colour rules, 8-page full-colour comic, A box to keep it all in.
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Hey, that's over 500 cards!
Â
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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